We investigate the structure of gravitational self-interactions of coherently oscillating axions in the general relativistic framework. A generic action for a massive scalar field in the FriedmannRobertson-Walker background is first introduced based on the effective field theory approach to cosmological perturbations. Using the obtained setup, we evaluate the effective gravitational interaction of the massive scalar field, i.e. scalar quartic interactions mediated by metric perturbations. Applying the results to the system of dark matter axions, we estimate their self-interaction rate and discuss its implications for the axion Bose-Einstein condensate dark matter scenario. Leading contributions for the gravitational interactions of axions are given by the process mediated by the dynamical graviton field, which is essentially the Newtonian potential induced by fluctuations of the background fluids. We find that it leads to the same order of magnitude for the interaction rate of dark matter axions in the condensed regime, compared with the results of previous studies using the Newtonian approximation.
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where G is Newton's constant, m is the mass of the axion, n is its number density, and δp is its momentum dispersion.
Since n ∝ a −3 and δp ∝ a −1 , this rate scales as Γ ∝ a −1 , where a is the scale factor of the universe. Then, it exceeds the expansion rate H ∼ 1/t when the temperature of the universe becomes T ≃ O(10 2 -10 3 )eV, which might imply that the gravitational self-interactions of axions affect the evolution of dark matter axions and the occupation number of axions changes rapidly at that time. However, there are several issues that need further investigation. First, the interaction rate in Eq. (1) seems not to be applicable to the modes outside the horizon (δp H), since the expression (1) was derived based on the Newtonian approximation for the interaction Hamiltonian of the gravitational coupling in the flat Minkowski background. It is unclear whether the previous result [Eq. (1) ] is modified if we include the correction coming from general relativity. Second, even if the estimation for the interaction rate in Eq. (1) turns out to be correct in the expanding universe, it is not fully understood how the system evolves after the interaction rate exceeds the expansion rate.
It should be emphasized that consideration on the second question described above is more subtle than the first one. In the previous studies [11, 12] , the rate Γ shown in Eq. (1) was simply called the "thermalization rate" with the assumption that the system develops toward thermal equilibrium after the gravitational self-interactions become non-negligible. However, the completion of the gravitational thermalization and the formation of axion BEC were not explicitly shown in Refs. [11, 12] . To show the completion of the thermalization, it is necessary to confirm that almost all axions transit into the lowest energy state, which might imply that the axion field becomes homogenized in the real space. Recently, the occurrence of gravitational thermalization was doubted by the authors of Ref. [13] , in which it is claimed that the homogenization of the classical axion field seems to conflict with the naive argument based on the linearized classical Einstein gravity, where the inhomogeneous density fluctuations in the axion field grow. Regarding these nontrivial issues, in this paper we just call Γ the interaction rate and concentrate on the first question, the general relativistic correction to the estimation of Γ.
The purpose of this paper is to investigate all possible elementary processes contributing to the gravitational selfinteractions of axions in the expanding universe, and to reanalyze the interaction rate Γ. Here we use the formalism based on the quantum field theory developed in Ref. [12] , since in the quantum analysis the structure of interactions involving the creation and annihilation of particles can be investigated straightforwardly. Indeed, it is possible to write down the schematics of various elementary processes in terms of the diagrams accompanied by axions and gravitons. Then, we aim to discuss whether the estimation of Eq. (1) remains correct when we include the general relativistic effects, and if so, what kinds of interactions contribute to the "fast" process whose rate is estimated by Eq. (1). It is expected that there exists a distinction between modes inside and outside the horizon, since the gravitational thermalization should proceed by means of causal interactions occurring inside the horizon.
In the general relativistic framework, the gravitational interaction is mediated by metric perturbations. The kinetic and mass terms of a scalar field φ generically contain cubic interactions schematically in the form δg µν φ 2 , where the metric perturbations δg µν contain both dynamical and auxiliary fields. These cubic interactions induce effective quartic interactions of φ (see Fig. 1 ), which can be regarded as the general relativistic counterpart of the scalar quartic gravitational interaction in the Newtonian approximation. We then would like to determine the effective quartic interactions induced by gravity and discuss their implication to axion cosmology.
For this purpose, we first introduce a generic action for a massive scalar field φ in the cosmological backgrounds by the use of the effective field theory (EFT) approach to cosmological perturbations [14] [15] [16] [17] . In cosmology, we know that spatial homogeneity and isotropy are satisfied for our universe, while time-translation symmetry is broken. Using such symmetries, it is possible to constrain the structure of gravitational interactions without knowing the complete structure of the system. We will see that the obtained action contains three types of interactions: Two of them are cubic interactions schematically in the forms γ ij φ 2 and ζφ 2 , where γ ij denote the tensor degrees of freedom (gravitational waves) and ζ is the adiabatic mode (i.e. the fluctuation of radiations for the radiation-dominated background). The last one is the quartic interaction of φ obtained after solving constraints associated with auxiliary fields. Using these interactions, we then evaluate the effective quartic interactions induced by gravity and determine the Hamiltonian for these effective gravitational interactions. Once we write down the interaction Hamiltonian, it is straightforward to compute the interaction rate in the same manner as the previous study [12] . Note that the formulation in the first half of the paper is aimed at a general massive scalar field in the Friedmann-Robertson-Walker (FRW) background, and it can also be applied to other classes of models with a subdominant scalar field, such as the dynamics of the scalar field generating the baryon asymmetry [18] , the scalar field whose fluctuations are responsible for primordial curvature perturbations [19] , and so on. The outline of the paper is as follows: In Sec. II, we first define the system with a massive scalar field (axion) in the FRW background and construct the action, including its gravitational interactions. Based on the action obtained there, we also derive the interaction Hamiltonian containing the cubic interactions between the scalar and gravitons. In Sec. III, we extract relevant interactions acting in the system of axions in the condensed regime and derive the effective quartic interaction induced by the graviton exchange. This formulation is applied to the system of dark matter axions to estimate their interaction rate in Sec. IV. As a result of calculations, we will show that the rate of the process caused by modes inside the horizon reproduces the previous result [Eq. (1) ] obtained based on the Newtonian gravity. Finally, Sec. V is devoted to summary and discussions. Three appendixes consist of miscellaneous topics: Some details of the tensor calculations used in Sec. II are summarized in Appendix A. In Appendix B, we give expressions for mode expansions of the fields φ and ζ, which are used to calculate the expectation values in the interaction picture. In Appendix C, we discuss the interaction rate for modes outside the horizon, which is not focused on in the main text of the paper.
II. MASSIVE SCALAR FIELD IN THE COSMOLOGICAL BACKGROUND
In this section we introduce our setup to discuss gravitational interactions of massive scalar fields in the cosmological background. By the use of the effective field theory approach to cosmological perturbations [14] , a generic action of a massive scalar field φ (and the metric g µν ) in the FRW background is first constructed in Sec. II A. In our construction, we assume that the effects of the scalar field on the background dynamics are negligible and the background evolution is determined by some other fluid components, such as radiations. The evolution of background fluids breaks the time-diffeomorphism invariance so that one can take the unitary gauge, in which fluctuations of fluids are absent and they are encoded in the metric perturbations. The propagating physical degrees of freedom in such a unitary gauge are then the two transverse modes and one longitudinal mode of the graviton, and the massive scalar field φ. In Sec. II B, we write down the action in terms of these four physical modes by solving the momentum and the Hamiltonian constraints. The Hamiltonian in the interaction picture is then introduced in Sec. II C.
Although we are interested in the dynamics of dark matter axions, in the following two sections we do not specify φ as the axion: the results there are applicable to general massive scalar fields in the time-evolving background. After developing general discussions in these two sections, we apply our results to the system of coherently oscillating axions in the radiation-dominated universe in Sec. IV.
A. Action from effective field theory approach
Let us first introduce a generic action for a massive scalar field φ in the FRW background via the effective field theory approach to cosmological perturbations [14] . As we mentioned above, we assume that the FRW background geometry is supported by some other fluids and the background dynamics of φ is negligible. For the construction of the generic action, it is convenient to take the unitary gauge, where there are no fluid perturbations and the adiabatic perturbations are described by metric perturbations. In such a unitary gauge, degrees of freedom relevant to gravitational interactions of φ would be those of the metric g µν and the massive scalar field φ. We then write the action for these perturbations schematically as
where S φ contains both the metric g µν and the massive scalar φ, and S grav contains g µν only. Assuming that the massive scalar field is coupled to the fluids not directly but only through the gravitational interaction, we consider the following action for φ:
where m is the mass of the scalar field. After taking the unitary gauge, we still have the time-dependent spatial diffeomorphism invariance, which is not broken by the fluid evolution. The action S grav for the metric perturbations in the unitary gauge would then be determined by this residual symmetry. As discussed in Ref. [14] , it can be expanded systematically in perturbations and derivatives. At the lowest order in perturbations, the action S grav can be determined by the background equations of motion as
where the Plank mass M Pl is related to Newton's constant G as M 2 Pl = (8πG) −1 and it is time independent. 1 The Hubble parameter H(t) is that of the background FRW spacetime:
where the background scale factor a(t) depends only on the time coordinate t. While the three terms displayed in Eq. (4) specify the background dynamics such as the background metric and the background energy-momentum tensor of the fluids, details of perturbations are encoded in higher-order terms. For example, the following term is relevant to the sound speed of adiabatic perturbations:
Here M 2 (t) is a time-dependent free parameter of the theory, and Eq. (6) contains the second-and higher-order metric perturbations. Since the sound speed of adiabatic perturbations is not unity in the radiation-dominated universe, for example, we take this term into account in the following discussions.
2 As we will see, the sound speed c s of adiabatic perturbations is determined by the parameter M 2 (t) as
By further assuming that tensor perturbations have canonical dispersion relations, we drop other second-order terms in perturbations. The third-and higher-order metric perturbations are not relevant for our purpose, because we would like to determine effective scalar quartic interaction originated from cubic interactions in the form δg µν φ 2 . We therefore employ the following action to discuss gravitational interactions of the massive scalar field φ:
We then rewrite the above action in terms of the Arnowitt-Deser-Misner (ADM) decomposition [20] :
Here and in what follows we use the spatial metric h ij and its inverse h ij to raise or lower the indices of N i . The inverse metric g µν is expressed in terms of N , N i , and h ij as
The four-dimensional Ricci scalar R can be written as
where R (3) is the three-dimensional Ricci scalar. The quantities E ij and E are defined by
where ∇ (3) is the three-dimensional covariant derivative and E ij is related to the extrinsic curvature K ij as E ij = N K ij . Using the decomposition [Eq. (11)], we rewrite the action as
To fix the residual gauge symmetry associated with the time-dependent spatial diffeomorphism, let us impose the following transverse conditions:
Then, the action contains four propagating physical modes: the massive scalar φ, the adiabatic mode ζ, and the two tensor modes γ ij . In addition to these four physical modes, we have auxiliary fields N and N i , which do not have kinetic terms. In the next subsection, we solve the Hamiltonian and the momentum constraints associated with these auxiliary fields and rewrite the action in terms of φ, ζ, and γ.
B. Action for dynamical fields
Since the action in Eq. (16) does not contain the kinetic terms for N and N i , they are regarded as auxiliary fields. We then solve the constraints associated with these auxiliary fields:
For our purpose, we need the quadratic action of φ, that of metric perturbations δg µν , and the cubic interaction in the form δg µν φ 2 . We therefore expand the action up to this order and solve the constraints. Let us first rewrite N and N i as
where N 1 , N i T , and ψ are of the first order in perturbations. Using these variables, the action [Eqs. (15) , (16) ] can be expanded as follows (see Appendix A for the details of the calculation):
Let us begin by considering the following action
where the index a stands for the fields involved in the model (such as φ, ζ, and γ) and their spin components.
We suppose that the free Lagrangian L free is constructed from the temporal kinetic terms
a and the part
We also assume that the interaction Lagrangian L int (φ a ,φ a ) does not contain terms with more than second-order time derivatives. Then, the momenta π a 's are given by
The Hamiltonian density H is written as
Let us Taylor-expand as follows:
We then have
It is also possible to expand the last term as follows:
Now let us take the free Hamiltonian H free and the interaction Hamiltonian H int as
Then, the canonical momenta π I a 's in the interaction picture are given by
where φ I a 's are the canonical fields in the interaction picture and their evolution is determined by the free field equations of motion. In terms of φ I a 's, the interaction Hamiltonian can be written as
where we have used the expansion in Eq. (42).
Application to the scalar graviton system
Let us next construct the interaction Hamiltonian for our system by taking the free part as in Eq. (30) and using the formula in Eq. (46). For our purpose, we need to determine the interaction Hamiltonian in the forms ζφ 2 , γφ 2 , and φ 4 . Since our action contains cubic and higher interactions only, the second line of Eq. (46) becomes the quintic and higher order. Therefore, the interaction Hamiltonian density up to the quartic order is given by
We also notice that the time derivative of the scalar fieldφ in the interactions always appears with ζ, so that theφ contractions in the last term of Eq. (47) lead to interaction terms with at least two ζ's. Since such interactions are irrelevant to our discussions, we can neglectφ contractions, and the only contribution we have to care about is that from theζ contractions. It is straightforward to calculate this contribution:
Here and in what follows, we drop the superscript I indicating that fields are in the interaction picture for simplicity.
We therefore obtain the following Hamiltonian density in the interaction picture:
As explained in Appendix B, the fields φ and ζ in the interaction picture are expanded as
where a k and a zk are the annihilation operators satisfying the commutation relations
[a zk , a †
The mode functions ϕ k and Z k satisfy the free equations of motion and their concrete forms are given in Appendix B.
III. EFFECTIVE QUARTIC INTERACTION FROM GRAVITON EXCHANGE
In this section we evaluate the effective quartic interaction induced by the graviton exchange. In the context of axion cosmology, our interests are in the gravitational interaction in the regime m ≫ k/a, H, since axions are produced when m H is satisfied. We therefore first discuss relevant interactions in this regime, and then evaluate the effective interaction induced by these interactions.
A. Relevant interactions in the regime m ≫ H, k/a
Let us first discuss which terms in the interaction Hamiltonian [Eqs. (51)-(54)] are relevant in the regime m ≫ k/a, H. In this regime, the mode function ϕ k of the scalar field is given by
where we have dropped subleading terms suppressed by the factor H m or k/a m . As is implied from this expression, spatial derivatives of φ are negligible compared withφ and mφ, so that leading contributions in H int,ζφ 2 are given by 
Next, we rewrite the leading interactions in Eqs. (61) and (62) in terms of mode functions and creation/annihilation operators, and discuss relevant processes induced by these leading interactions. Let us start from the first term in Eq. (61):
Here and in what follows, we take the Hamiltonian in the normal-ordered form. Using the mode function [Eq. (60)], we obtain the relationṡ
which reduce Eq. (63) to the form
Note that the interaction in Eq. (65) represents the absorption/emission of ζ by the axion. Similarly, we rewrite the second term in Eq. (61) as
which represents the pair creation/annihilation processes of axions. The magnitudes of the interactions in Eqs. (65) and (66) seem to be of the same order. However, the latter contains rapidly oscillating components e ±2imt , so that its effect is suppressed by a factor of H/m compared with the former. An intuitive interpretation of this suppression is that the pair creation/annihilation processes of heavy particles are rare compared with the absorption/emission of light particles by heavy particles. We then conclude that, in the regime m ≫ k/a, H, the leading contribution from ζφ 2 -type interactions is given by
Finally, let us calculate the leading contribution from φ 4 -type interactions. It is now straightforward to extend the above discussions to this type of interaction [Eq. (62)]. In the regime m ≫ k/a, H, we have
where we have used the relations in Eq. (64). Note that the relevant interaction [Eq. (68)] represents processes preserving the axion number. In the next subsection, we evaluate the effective scalar quartic interaction induced by these interactions [Eqs. (67) and (68)] relevant in the regime m ≫ k/a, H.
B. Effective scalar quartic interaction
Let us calculate the expectation value of some operator O(t) using the in-in formalism [21] :
where T (T ) denote (anti)time ordering, O I is constructed from the interaction picture fields, and the interaction Hamiltonian H int is given by H int = H int,ζφ 2 +H int,φ 4 with Eqs. (67) and (68). At the leading order in the gravitational coupling, Eq. (69) is expanded as in|O(t)|in = in|O
where the last term contains ζ-exchanging processes. Note that, for the tree-level calculation, we further drop contributions corresponding to loop diagrams. We expect that, when the operator O(t) does not contain the creation/annihilation operators of ζ, and the in-state |in satisfies a z,k |in = 0, the tree-level calculation of Eq. (70) can be reduced to in|O(t)|in = in|O
where H eff is some effective interaction Hamiltonian constructed only from the creation/annihilation operators of φ.
In the following, we construct the effective Hamiltonian H eff in the form
where the second term H eff,ζ satisfies the following relation at the tree level:
To determine H eff,ζ , let us calculate the right-hand side of Eq. (73). It is convenient to rewrite the commutation relation H int,ζφ 2 (t 2 ), O I (t) as
Similarly, we rewrite the commutator
Then, the first term in the parentheses can be written as
Using
As depicted in Fig. 2 , the first two terms in the brackets correspond to tree-level diagrams with the ζ exchange, and the last two terms correspond to loop diagrams. We therefore drop the last two terms in the tree-level calculation. Similarly, the second term in the parentheses in Eq. (75) contains double contractions of a k and a † k , so it corresponds to loop-level diagrams, and it is irrelevant in the tree level calculation. Based on the above discussions, we conclude that the right-hand side of Eq. (73) can be calculated at the tree level as
where we relabeled the momentum variables such that
Note that we can replace the index |k 2 − k 3 | in the mode functionŻ in Eq. (78) with |k 1 − k 3 | by using the delta function δ (3) (k 1 + k 2 − k 3 − k 4 ) and symmetries for two of the a k 's and a † k 's: a k3 a k4 = a k4 a k3 and a † k1 a † k2 = a † k2 a † k1 . It is now easy to determine H eff,ζ as
which reproduces the relation (73), if we ignore double contractions such as a † k1 , O I (t) , a † k2 a k3 a k4 , etc. Then, the total effective interaction Hamiltonian H eff is given by
where the function F (t; k) is defined as
In the next subsection we calculate the function F (t; k) explicitly for the radiation-dominated universe.
C. Application to radiation-dominated universe
Finally, we apply the results in the previous subsections to the radiation-dominated universe. For the radiationdominated universe, a(t) ∝ t 1/2 , and the Hubble parameter H and the parameterǫ are given by Furthermore, the mode function Z k is given by (see Appendix B for details)
where the conformal time τ satisfies τ = 1/(aH) ∝ t 1/2 . Then, the function F (t; k) takes the form
where we set t 0 = 0, assuming that the in-state is defined at a sufficiently early time. It is not difficult to perform the integral in Eq. (84), and we obtain
Here, it should be noted that the function F (t; k) depends on the ratio of the momentum transfer k/a and the sound horizon H/c s , and the function f (x) behaves as
We then notice that the effective quartic interaction reproduces the Newtonian approximation when the momentum transfer is subhorizon scale, c s k/(aH) ≫ 1:
where we have dropped highly oscillating terms. On the other hand, when the momentum transfer is superhorizon scale, c s k/(aH) ≪ 1, the effective interaction is saturated by the sound horizon scale H/c s as
which is suppressed by a factor (c s k/a) 2 /H 2 compared with the Newtonian approximation. As is expected, our results based on the general relativistic framework reproduced the Newtonian approximation at the subhorizon scale and we also confirmed the saturation of gravitational interactions at the superhorizon scale. In the next section we apply our results to the system of coherently oscillating axions and discuss its implications for axion cosmology.
IV. SELF-INTERACTION OF AXIONS IN COHERENT STATES
Now that we have determined the interaction Hamiltonian, we can consider the implications for axion models and cosmology. Before going into the discussion on the gravitational interactions of dark matter axions, we note that the behavior of axions is closely related to the history of the early universe [see Refs. [22, 23] for reviews on axion cosmology]. The axion arises as a Goldstone boson when Peccei-Quinn (PQ) symmetry is spontaneously broken [3] , and it remains massless until the time of the QCD phase transition (let us denote this time as t = t q ), at which the axion acquires a mass. After acquiring the mass, when m H is satisfied, the axion field begins to oscillate around the minimum of its potential, which is called the misalignment production mechanism [5] . However, the composition of dark matter axions varies depending on whether PQ symmetry is broken after inflation or not. If PQ symmetry is broken after inflation, topological defects such as strings and domain walls are formed, and their annihilation also produces axions in addition to those produced by the misalignment mechanism [24] . On the other hand, if PQ symmetry is broken before the end of inflation, dark matter axions are just produced by the misalignment mechanism.
As in the previous work [12] , we describe the axions produced by the misalignment mechanism as coherent states [25] of the axion field. The coherent state description is applicable to the modes produced outside the horizon, since it has the same trajectory as the classical field. Strictly speaking, the coherent state |{α} is defined as a state which factorizes nth-order correlation functions in terms of a single function which is an eigenvalue of the field operator [25, 26] :
where
and a k is the annihilation operator of the axion field satisfying the commutation relations in Eq. (57). Equation (89) implies that measurements at 2n different spacetime points are statistically independent, and results are given by the product of the field amplitude Φ(x). Coherent oscillation of free axions produced by the misalignment mechanism can be described in terms of the evolution of the function Φ(x) [12] .
On the other hand, we expect that axions produced by other mechanisms such as the thermal production [27] and the decay of topological defects [24] are not described by coherent states, since microscopic procedures lead to nontrivial correlation functions for the axion field, which violates the coherence condition [Eq. (89)]. Assuming that these axions are described as number states, one can show that their interaction rate is negligible in the cosmological time scale [12] . Henceforth, we just concentrate on the self-interaction of axions in coherent states, which are produced by the misalignment mechanism, and simply ignore the contributions from other states. As we will see below, the self-interactions between axions in coherent states might become relevant during the radiation-dominated era, but the interactions between those produced from other mechanisms (thermal bath and topological defects) would be irrelevant because of the reason described above. In particular, if PQ symmetry is broken after inflation, we expect that gravitational self-interactions affect only the behavior of a fraction of dark matter, since in this case the population of dark matter axions is dominated by those produced by topological defects [24] .
It should be noted that axions in coherent states involve the modes with nonzero wave number k. This is because the value of the axion field varies randomly over the horizon scale in the case where PQ symmetry is broken after inflation. Furthermore, even in the case where PQ symmetry is broken before the end of inflation, the nonzero modes exist due to the quantum fluctuations of the massless axion field during inflation. Among these nonzero modes, however, we ignore the modes which enter the horizon before the time of the QCD phase transition t = t q , since they begin to oscillate before t q and their amplitudes become smaller than that of the modes outside the horizon before t q . Therefore, we describe the axions in coherent states in terms of the modes outside the horizon at the time of the QCD phase transition
where H q and a q are the Hubble parameter and the scale factor at the time t q , and |α k satisfies
with a c-number eigenvalue α k . The factor V represents the volume of the spatial box, for which we take a limit V → ∞ after we complete the calculation [12] . The coherent state satisfying Eq. (94) can be constructed in terms of the creation operators:
where the state |0 is defined by a k |0 = 0 and a zk |0 = 0.
Let us consider the gravitational self-interactions of the states given by Eq. (93). We would like to estimate the interaction rate of axions due to the effective gravitational interactions derived in the previous section. Here, the interaction rate Γ is defined as the time scale in which the occupation number of axions changes its value. Assuming that the interactions are absent at sufficiently early times, we can estimate the number of axions occupying the state labeled by a (comoving) momentum p by using the number operator
which diagonalizes the free Hamiltonian. In the above equation, the factor 1/V is multiplied in order to compensate the normalization of the creation and annihilation operators. The time evolution of the expectation value of N p can be calculated by using the formula (B4) with O I = N p [12] . Here, we take the in-state as |in = |{α} , since we are interested in the self-interaction of axions in the coherent states. Then it follows that
where dots represent the terms of higher order in H int , and . . . denotes the expectation value for the coherent states, {α}| . . . |{α} . Once we obtain the expectation value N p (t) , the interaction rate can be estimated as
In Ref. [12] , it was shown that the term of the first order in the quartic interaction does not vanish as long as axions are in the condensed regime, where their interaction rate is larger than the energy exchanged in the transition process. Hence, it will be enough to calculate the first-order terms in the quartic interactions (or tree diagrams), since we are interested in the process occurring in the condensed regime. In the previous section we learned that the following effective Hamiltonian can be used for tree level processes of gravitational interactions:
where k H (t) ≡ a(t)H(t)/c s . Then, using Eq. (71) we immediately obtain
and
The time derivative of this expression leads to
The coefficient α p can be related to the field amplitude and the number for the mode p at the initial time. From Eqs. (90)- (92) and Eq. (97), we obtain
In principle, the value of α p can be determined if we know the field configuration beyond the horizon scale at the time of the QCD phase transition φ(t 0 , x) . For instance, if PQ symmetry is broken after inflation, the field value of φ varies on a scale comparable to the QCD horizon ∼ H −1 q , and hence the amplitude of α p changes almost randomly for the modes p H q a q . On the other hand, if PQ symmetry is broken before inflation, the field value φ(x) is homogenized due to the rapid expansion. In this case, α p=0 corresponds to the amplitude of a large homogeneous background, and α p =0 corresponds to the amplitude of small perturbations, which originate from quantum fluctuations generated during inflation. These fluctuations are regarded as isocurvature modes, whose magnitude is constrained below O(10 −5 ) from recent observations [28] . Therefore, we expect that the typical amplitude of α p =0 is suppressed by a factor of O(10 −5 ) compared with that of α p=0 . As we will discuss later, this fact leads to a modification on the estimation of the interaction rate. We also note that the complex phase of α p does not vanish in general, which might affect the result of calculations.
Performing the integration over k 3 , we can write Eq. (104) as
From this expression, it immediately follows that the right-hand side of Eq. (107) vanishes in the limit |k 1 − p| → 0, since the coefficient containing α p becomes α * k1 α * k2 α k1+k2−p α p → |α k2 | 2 |α p | 2 , which cancels its complex conjugate. This fact just implies that there is no transition in the absence of the momentum transfer. Furthermore, even though the value of α p changes almost randomly with p, we intuitionally expect that α p would be (at least locally) analytic at a given value of p, because it determines the amplitude of the field value φ . In other words, we assume that for a sufficiently small interval ∆p it can be expanded as
where the dots represent the terms of higher order in ∆p. With this assumption, we deduce that the transition rate is suppressed by the power of |k 1 − p|, if the momentum transfer is sufficiently small. Now, let us look closely into the structure of Eq. (104). What we aim to cope with in the present analysis based on general relativity is to make some distinction between the processes involving modes inside and outside the (sound) horizon. For this purpose, it would be convenient to decompose the integral over k 1 , k 2 , and k 3 in Eq. (104) into two parts:
Also, for the wave number p appearing in Eq. (104), we can consider two possibilities according to whether p is greater than k H (t) or not. Since the process contributing to the right-hand side of Eq. (104) can be written as a t-channel diagram, shown in Fig 3, for quartic gravitational interactions of axions, we can consider the following three classes of interactions:
1. All external lines attached to the quartic coupling are subhorizon sized (
2. One or two external lines are superhorizon sized, while the other external lines and the momentum transfer |k 1 − p| are subhorizon sized (k 1 , k 2 > k H and k 3 , p < k H , etc.).
All external lines are superhorizon sized (k
Schematics of the quartic interaction contributing to Eq. (104).
Among these three cases, we are particularly interested in case 2, since it represents a transition from (into) modes with higher momentum (subhorizon-sized waves) into (from) almost homogeneous modes (superhorizon-sized waves), which is relevant to the transition into (from) BEC.
With the decomposition in Eq. (109), Eq. (104) can be rewritten as
where the subscripts "1," "2," and "3" are assigned to distinguish the terms contributing to the three cases enumerated above. For instance,
Similarly, there exist eight terms emerging from the decomposition [Eq. (109)], and 16 terms in total when we consider two possibilities for p. We summarize the classification of these terms in Table I . Note that there are some exceptions indicated as "Others" in Table I : First, the combinations [
are forbidden due to the conservation of three momenta, unless the momentum transfer |k 1 − p| becomes extremely small. As was shown below Eq. (107), such contributions are suppressed by the power of |k 1 − p|. Second, the combinations
are also forbidden due to the conservation of three momenta except for the contributions involving the modes whose wavelength is comparable to the horizon. These processes are not classified into any of the three possibilities enumerated above, and we just ignore such processes by considering the extreme cases (i.e. modes deeply inside or outside the horizon). Hereafter, we estimate the rate of processes contributing to the three cases considered above. In order to estimate the interaction rate, we must evaluate the integration over three external momenta, such as k 1 , k 2 , and k 3 appearing on the right-hand side of Eq. (112). It is not straightforward to perform integration over these momentum variables unless we fully specify the field dynamics beyond the horizon in the unitary gauge to know the exact spectrum of α p . Instead, we use a naive "random walk" estimation [11] by noting that the amplitude of α p is bounded by the number density of axions and that the value of α p varies randomly in the complex plane. Strictly speaking, this assumption is only applicable to the case where PQ symmetry is broken after inflation, while it is inapplicable to the case where PQ symmetry is broken before inflation. In the following, we first consider the former case, and then discuss the latter case.
Let us discretize the integral in Eq. (112) as k1, k3 < kH < k2, p k1, k2 < kH < k3, p k3 < kH < k1, k2, p k1 < kH < k2, k3, p k2 < kH < k1, k3, p Case 2 [p < kH] p < kH < k1, k2, k3 k3, p < kH < k1, k2 k2, p < kH < k1, k3 Case 3 k1, k2, k3, p < kH Others k2, k3 < kH < k1, p k1, p < kH < k2, k3 k1, k2, k3 < kH < p k1, k2, p < kH < k3 k2, k3, p < kH < k1 k1, k3, p < kH < k2
where l is an abbreviation for the label of the momentum k, and K represents the total number of states between two scales k H (t) and H q a q . Then, we can rewrite the right-hand side of Eq. (112) as
where δp = |k 1 − p|/a(t) is the typical momentum transferred in the process. For the case where PQ symmetry is broken after inflation, we assume that the coefficient α l on the right-hand side of Eq. 
where we use N /V a 3 ∼ n, and n is the number density of axions. Applying this result to Eq. (99) and ignoring a numerical factor of O (1), we obtain the estimation for the interaction rate
Note that the value of Γ simply depends on the structure of F (t; aδp). Though we have considered the right-hand side of Eq. (112) above (case 1), a similar analysis can be applied to other cases to obtain Eq. (115). Now that we have the formula for the interaction rate [Eq. (115)], let us estimate it for individual cases. First of all, consider case 1, where all modes contributing to the process have wavelengths shorter than the horizon. In this case we have δp ≫ k H /a, except for the case where the momentum transfer vanishes, and we can use the approximation
which holds for δp ≫ k H /a. Here, we drop the highly oscillating terms [see Eq. (86)]. Then, the interaction rate is estimated from Eq. (115) as
where the subscript "1" represents the rate for the process classified to case 1. It indeed reproduces the previous result [Eq. (1)] derived on the basis of the Newtonian approximation. Note that the dependence on the scale factor Γ ∝ a −1 , which was introduced by hand (i.e. by extending the result obtained in the Minkowski background) in the previous works [11, 12] , appeared automatically in the formalism used here.
Next, let us consider case 2. It should be noted that in this case we always have δp ≫ k H /a, since either the external line labeled by k 1 (k 2 ) or that labeled by p (k 3 ) is subhorizon sized. Therefore, we can use the approximation in Eq. (116) and obtain
where the subscript "2" represents the rate for the processes classified to case 2. This result implies that the transition between subhorizon modes and superhorizon modes occurs rapidly in the same rate with Γ 1 . On the other hand, for case 3 we cannot use the approximation in Eq. (116), since all external lines contributing to the process are superhorizon sized (δp ≪ k H /a). We note that such a process is less relevant to the thermalization of the system, since the thermalization is expected to proceed due to the transition into almost homogeneous (superhorizon-sized) modes from modes with higher momentum (subhorizon-sized), or vice versa. The contribution classified into case 3 seems to be interpreted differently from this transition process, and we give some discussions on the rate for case 3 in Appendix C.
Finally, we consider the case where PQ symmetry is broken before inflation. In this case, we cannot apply the results obtained above, since the assumption on the amplitude of α p becomes different. As was mentioned before, the typical amplitude of α p =0 is suppressed by a factor of O(10 −5 ) compared with that of α p=0 . In other words, the fraction of the number of axions occupying the state with finite momentum p in the phase space is less than O(10 −10 ). For case 1, we can still use the random walk estimation by assuming that α p =0 varies randomly with the amplitude |α| O(10 113), and obtain
Since there is a severe suppression factor, we expect that the process classified to case 1 remains irrelevant, at least during the radiation-dominated era. On the other hand, for case 2 (with p > k H ), the leading contribution in Eq. (113) comes from the term in which two α's correspond to the background value |α| ∼ √ N and the other two α's correspond to the small fluctuations |α| O(10
Dividing it by N p = |α p | 2 ∼ O(10 −10 ) × (N /K), we obtain the same results as in Eq. (118):
This result implies that, in the case where PQ symmetry is broken before inflation, only the transition between a large homogeneous mode and modes with higher momentum occurs rapidly, while transitions among modes with higher momentum are highly suppressed. In summary, we see that the interaction rate for the processes involving the modes inside the horizon agrees with the expression in Eq. (1) obtained from the Newtonian approximation, but the classification of the processes becomes different according to whether PQ symmetry is broken before inflation or not. If PQ symmetry is broken after inflation, both Γ 1 and Γ 2 contribute to the right-hand side of Eq. (104), while Γ 1 is suppressed by a factor of O(10 −10 ) compared with Γ 2 if PQ symmetry is broken before inflation. What is notable is that in both cases, the rate of the process corresponding to the transition between modes inside and outside the horizon (case 2) is estimated by Eq. (1). We interpret this contribution as the process where the modes with short wavelength fall into those with long wavelength by exchanging gravitons with short wavelength. Although the homogeneous mode does not feel the gravitational force, it is possible for the modes with short wavelength to annihilate and produce a homogeneous wave. In this sense, this process can be regarded as a causal one, which is mediated by the modes whose wavelength is shorter than the horizon, and hence there is a possibility for it to have relevance to the gravitational thermalization.
V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSIONS
In this work, we considered gravitational interactions of coherently oscillating axions in detail. Action for the system of a general massive scalar field in the FRW background was constructed, and the interaction Hamiltonian for the scalar-graviton system was explicitly obtained. The quartic interaction between a massive scalar field can be understood as the process mediated by the dynamical field ζ, which is interpreted as a fluctuation of the background fluids such as radiations. By integrating out the gravitational degrees of freedom, the effective Hamiltonian for the quartic interaction [Eq. (80)], which can be used in the tree level calculations, is also derived. Using the effective interaction Hamiltonian, we estimated the interaction rate of dark matter axions in coherent states. The interaction processes can be classified into three cases: the process involving modes inside the horizon (case 1), that accompanied by a transition between modes inside and outside the horizon (case 2), and that involving modes outside the horizon (case 3). We found that the interaction rate for cases 1 and 2 reproduces previous estimation obtained from the Newtonian approximation if PQ symmetry is broken after inflation, while only case 2 is relevant if PQ symmetry is broken before inflation. In particular, it turned out that the processes classified into case 2 can occur rapidly, and these are presumed to be relevant to the formation of BEC.
The interaction rate given by Eq. (117) or Eq. (118) obeys the scaling Γ ∝ a −1 , and it eventually exceeds the expansion rate when the temperature of the universe becomes T ∼ keV [11, 12] . However, it is still nontrivial whether the thermalization occurs at that time. We note that our formalism is based on the quantum field theory, in which the time evolution is unitary, and hence the increase of the entropy cannot be discussed unless we introduce some measure of coarse graining. We just showed that the distribution function can change in the time scale given by Eq. (117) or Eq. (118), but we did not show how it evolves with time. If the gravitational thermalization actually occurs, we expect that the axion field is somewhat homogenized in the position space. The problem is whether such a dissipative effect exists in the system. A careful estimation based on the linearized Einstein equations indicates that the damping scale of the axion density fluctuation is not long enough to homogenize the axion field [13] . Perhaps it is necessary to identify the components that are relevant to the gravitational dissipation in the system correctly, and to solve the axion evolution explicitly in order to clarify these issues.
Finally, let us comment on the limitations on the use of the formalism developed in this work. In this paper, gravitational interactions of axions are formulated by the use of the notion of EFT. In the unitary gauge, it is possible to discuss gravitational self-interactions of axions unambiguously, since we can treat the evolution of the background field, axions, and gravitons separately. This formalism is applicable to the system during the radiation-dominated era regardless of whether PQ symmetry is broken before inflation or not, as long as the effects of the axion field on the background dynamics are negligible. However, it should be noted that this formalism will not be applicable to the system in the matter-dominated era if PQ symmetry is broken after inflation. In the matter-dominated (axiondominated) era, the time evolution of the axion field itself determines the evolution of the background field. Then, if PQ symmetry is broken after inflation, we cannot use the decomposition into the smooth background field and small fluctuations. In other words, the clock of the universe differs for each horizon, and spatial diffeomorphisms are also broken. Since there are few symmetries to specify the form of interactions, it is a tough problem to write down the possible gravitational interactions in such a system. Fortunately, the gravitational thermalization (if it truly occurs) begins in the radiation-dominated era at T ∼ keV, where our formalism is still applicable. We also note that we can use this EFT approach in the matter-dominated era for the case where PQ symmetry is broken before inflation, since in that case it is possible to define the background axion field which only breaks time diffeomorphisms. 
where R
ij and Γ (3)k ij are the three-dimensional Ricci tensor and Christoffel symbol, respectively. In the unitary gauge with the transverse conditions, the spatial metric and its inverse are given by h ij = a 2 e 2ζ (e γ ) ij , h ij = a −2 e −2ζ (e −γ ) ij with ∂ i γ ij = 0.
Substituting them into Eq. (A1), we have R (3) = a −2 e −2ζ − 4∂ i ∂ j ζ(e −γ ) ij − 2∂ i ζ∂ j ζ(e −γ ) ij − 4∂ i ζ(∂ j e −γ ) ij + 1 4 (e −γ ) ij (∂ i e −γ ∂ j e γ ) kk + (e −γ ∂ i ∂ j e γ e −γ ) ij + (∂ i e −γ ∂ j e γ e −γ ) ij + 1 2 (∂ i e −γ ∂ j e γ e −γ ) ji
where dots represents terms of at least third order in ζ and γ. Next, let us compute the quantity
Note that
We therefore have
Expansions given in the above equations are used to obtain the expressions in Eqs. (20) and (21) .
